
9  Continuous Glucose Monitors (CGMs): The Basics

How often should I rotate to a different site?

Your child’s diabetes team will tell you how often to move the sensor from one place 
to another. Most children need to replace and move, or rotate, the short term sensor 
every 6 to 14 days. 

Sometimes the diabetes team may tell you to rotate the sight more often. They mostly 
do this if there is any sign the sensor site is not working right. If the sensor falls off 
before the time to wear it is up, you will need to call the company who makes the 
sensor to ask for another one.

How do I insert the CGM sensor on my child?

You and your child will learn how to put in the CGM sensors by yourself. Each CGM is a 
bit different. So you will have to follow your child’s CGM brand instructions. 

In general, sensors come with an insertion device that allows you to easily place the 
sensor. You will have to prepare to insert sensor first.

1. Check the sensor to make sure it has not expired.

2. Wash your hands.

3.  Follow the instructions on package as to how to peal any covering. There is often 
a paper cover over the sticky part of the sensor tape. The sticky part will go on the 
skin.

Here are the basic steps to insert a sensor with 3 piece CGMs:

Here are the basic steps to insert a sensor with 3 piece CGMs:

1. Clean your child’s skin. 



2. Place the inserter on the skin where you want the sensor to go.

a. Make sure it is about 3 inches from pumps sites

b. Avoid boney areas like your ribs

c. Do not use the same site two times in a row

3.  Push the button. It will make a popping sound. That lets you know the sensor is  
being inserted.

4. Remove the inserter. The sensor will be in place.

5.  Press down on the tape around the sensor to make sure it is well stuck to your  
child’s skin.

6.  Attach the transmitter. Again, each CGM is a bit different. But in most cases you will 
put it on top of the sensor, press down and snap it in place.
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